ESIP EnviroSensing Cluster
Chairs: Renée Brown, Scotty Strachan

- Open group of scientists
- Best Practices community
- How to move science forward
- Tool (field & software) development
- Collaborate & share
- Meets monthly, 1st Tuesday
- Students welcome!
CLUSTER HIGHLIGHTS
2019-20

- Guest presenters / internal projects
- Sensor data QA/QC tools
- ESIP Lab w/Martha Apple MT Tech
- Agency engage (EPA, USGS, NOAA)
- Joseph Bell USGS, Winter session
- Rep’d at National Research Platform
- Sounding board for projects/tool development (LoRA, Dendra)
- Open-source? LoRa? Agency collab?
- Real-time viz & QC? Edge computing?
- Come talk in our Summer session!